
CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR 

Food to Order
Make sure it's RossCo Fresh!!



Christmas Greetings 
from the RossCo 
team! 
We are a small but beautifully formed 

fruit, veg and deli in the heart of 

Watford. Located here on the 

Cassiobury Estate we are privileged to 

be surrounded by passionate and  

dedicated people who want to buy fresh. 

From tenderstem broccoli and heritage carrots to fresh herbs, but it doesn’t 

stop there.  Keen to recognise that we can’t quite do it all, we have sourced 

the finest foods from further a field just perfect to grace any festive dining 

table, from the finest turkey and meat joints sourced from London Markets 

to delicious artisan breads, cakes, sauces and jams.

Christmas Orders

To avoid disappointment, please 

complete the order form and bring it 

into the shop, along with a £20 

deposit.  

 

If your order total is less than £20, 

you'll need to pay the whole balance 

at the time of placing your order. 

Orders for meat must be made 

by 7pm on the 21st December 

Orders for fruit and veg can be 

placed up until 22nd December 

The last delivery will be at 4pm 

on Christmas Eve 

01923 249799 • 07467 952911
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Turkey Crown
Turkey crowns are the best option for those 

who want the white meat taken from the whole 

breast. 

 

The legs of the turkey and the back bone are 

removed, leaving the breast meat sitting on 

the breast bone. 

For a fantastic Christmas centrepiece, 

you can't beat our Bronze Black 

Feathered Stag or Hen Turkey. 

 

Bronzed Turkeys are a slow-growing 

breed, with a free-range lifestyle and 

natural diet that results in fantastic 

Whole Turkeys 

texture and succulent flavour.  The stag turkey has a more 'gamey' flavour. 

 

Turkey's come with giblets so you can make delicious stocks and gravy. 

If you would like us to leave them out, just pop a note in the comments box 

on the order form.  

The turkey crowned is a great choice if you want a traditional turkey dinner 

on Christmas day, but without any mess or fuss.   



A traditional cut from the hind leg. 

 

Our butchers trim the meat from the 

bone, then tie the joint back around 

the bone. 

Leg of Lamb Carvery

This beautifully trimmed fore rib of 

beef is matured for depth of flavour 

and tenderness. Leaving the beef on 

the bone adds to the flavour when 

cooking and looks impressive on the 

table.  

Bone Rib of Beef

Cut from the loin, back bone and chine bone 

removed, this five bone Pork Rack French Trim, is a 

delicate looking roast and perfect Christmas or a 

New Years lunch.  

 

 

 

Pork Rack French Trim

The bone adds flavour during roasting and helps conduct the heat evenly 

through the lamb leg joint, but is easily removed, making carving easy.
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2-Bone (2-3Kg) or 4-Bone (approx 5Kg) are available.



Boned and rolled, our 2-3kg horseshoe 

gammon is the best cut of gammon taken 

from the middle of the leg.  Combined with 

natural marbling, the dry curing process 

results in a tender joint with amazing 

sweetness and flavour. 

Horseshoe Gammon

Pigs in blanket, great appetisers, easy to cook 

and an ideal accompaniment for Christmas 

roast turkey dinner. 

 

One pack contains twenty yummy chipolatas 

wrapped in smoked streaky bacon. 

Pigs in Blanket 

Hot Horseradish Sauce 
Cranberry Sauce 
English Mustard 
Mint Sauce 
Redcurrant Jelly Port
Bramley Apple Sauce 
Red Onion Marmalade 
Christmas Preserve
Mincemeat with Brandy 

Sauces & Jams
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This carving joint makes a great centrepiece and, if there are any the 

leftovers make a delicious filling for sandwiches!  



The Ultimate Plum Pudding, a luxurious 

artisan Christmas pudding that is made in 

Cumbria and can boast the accolade of 

being sold by Fortnum & Mason.  

 

Light, sweet and boozily scrumptious.  

 

This is Christmas pudding is a perfect size 

for a family of four and most impressive 

when flaming!

The Ultimate Plum 
Pudding
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The Original Cake Company Luxury 6” 

Round Iced Fruit Cake is a traditional

rich, Christmas cake, iced and finished 

with marzipan stars. 

 

Ideal as a gift or to share with friends 

and family. 

Christmas Cake

The Original Cake Company is based in Lincoln, 

baking traditional handmade cakes for over four 

decades.  

 

Enjoy delicious, hand-made cakes that are not 

available in the supermarkets. Suitable for 

vegetarians. 

Date and Walnut Cake

Very Cherry Fruit Cake

Chocolate Orange Cake

Traditional Fruit Cake with 

Mixed Nuts 

Chocolate Marble Cake 

Belgian Chocolate Yule Log

The Originals Range
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43 Langley Way, Watford, Hertfordshire. WD17 3EA 
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www.rossco.shop 


